
Recording or updating Main
Greetings.

For Toshiba Stratagy Systems

Accessing a mailbox other than your own...
Call the voice mail pilot number. Normally you would be prompted to the access code.  Note: the system 

is already assuming you are going to log into the box belong to the extension you are calling from. Do not enter 
your access code at this time, instead just press the # key.  Once you hear any part of the main greeting being 

played press the * key. You will be prompted for your mail box number (enter the greeting mailbox number) 

followed by the # key. Then you will be asked for the security code also followed by the # key.

Access Main Greeting mailboxes...
There are typically two mailboxes involved in a Main Greeting plus additional (custom created) 

mailboxes for any menu options.  The two main box are numbered 990 and 991.  (a few systems may only use 
990).  Each of the boxes are access separately using the mailbox number as the user ID and it's security code.

Mailboxes can store 7 greetings...
So that re-recording of a greeting can be avoided each mailbox can store 7 different greetings.  Greeting

1 would be the common daily greeting.  Greeting 2 through 7 can be used to store special greetings for holiday 
or other events.  When prompted to “Select a greeting 1 through 7” you are essentially selecting the that will be 
played when the mailbox is handling a call.  When selecting a greeting for the purpose of recording, note that is 
the greeting that will be played until a different greeting is selected.

990...
This mailbox is mainly the introductory, welcoming the caller and identify the entity called.  (For those 

systems not having mail box 991, the entire main greeting is recorded here).  Out of the box the default greeting 
is “Thank you for calling”.

991...
This is the instructional part of the main greeting where the caller would here the options as there where 

they can go.  Out of the box the default greeting is “If you know your party's extension you may dial it at any 
time”.


